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In this paper we explore the c:oncept of factoring a graph into non-isomorphic paths. Lel Pi 
denote the path of length i. We SAY that a graph G having $n(n + 1) edges is path-perfect if E( G) 
can be partitioned as E, UE, !J l * l U & such that the subgraph of G induced by 32i is 
isomorphic to Pr, for 14 bn. It is noted that the< graphs I&, K(r, 2r - 1) and K(r, 2r+ ?I are 
path-perfect. Also some resuk are given concerning the existen* of regular path-perfect 
graphs. 
In this paper we follow the terminology of Behzad and Chartrand [l], except 
that q shall denote a tree of size i. 
If a graph has $II<, + 1) edges for some positive integer n, it may be possible to 
decompose the graph into mutually edge-disjoint trees; one for each size i, 
16 i 6 n. In this paper we consider this notion, where the trees in the decomposi- 
tion are all paths. Specifically, we define a graph G having $n(n + ‘1) edges to be 
path-perfect if E(G) can be Iqrtitioned into I$ U&U l 9 l U & 
subgraph of G induced by I$ is isomorphic to E?,, for 1 g i s n. 
As an example, consider the famous Petersen graph, &own in 
graph is path-perfect; one possible decomposition of it w,uld be 
The problem of decomposing, a complete graph into trees of different size has 
been studied by GyMas and l&he1 [3], Straight [S, 6j and Zaks and Liu 
Gyarf5.s and Lehel showed th;st K,, can be decomposed :.nto T1, T2,. . . , Tn._, 
provided that e&ch ?& is a path or a star, or if each K, with at most two exceptions, 
is a star. The first of these results was also discovered by Zaks and Liu, who gave 
a nice proof. Straight extended these results by showing thal; a decomposition 
5 : exists 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
if for each i 
T is a star, a path, or a c:omb, or 
A(TJ 2 i - 1, with at most two exceptions, or 
A (TJ 2 i - 2, with at most one exception. 
95 
p4 = v3v7v~vdh and P5 = v1i~2v~;v4v5t++ 
so that the: 
Fig. 1. This 
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Fig. 1 
It follows that ICE, can be decomposed into Tt, Y& . . . , T,_+ for ii :s?. 
From the above results it follows that any complete graph is path-perfect. 
However, because our proof of this fact is much easier than the proofs of the 
more general results, and also non-constructive, we give it here. 
Theorem 1. For each positive integer n 3 2, the complete graph K,, i T path-perfect. 
Proof. If n is oldd, it is well-known that K,, can be factored into f(n - 1) 
hamiltonian cycles (see for example [4, p. 891). Partitioning the th cycle into Pi 
and ;P,_i, 1 SiS$(n-- l), yields paths of the desired lengths. 
For even n, Bein ske [2] has shown that PC, can be factored into $I hamiltonian 
paths. We may partition the ith path into Ipi and I’,_i-1 for 16 5 &I - 1, and use 
the remaining path as P,__,. 0 
The complete bipartite graphs K(s, t) form another important arid often studied 
family of graphs. This graph has st edges and hence is potentially path-perfect if 
2st = n(n + 1) for I;;ome n. We state the next result without proof 
Theorem 2. Let r lie a positive integer. Then the graphs K (r, 2r - 1) .*lrzd K(r, 2r + 1) 
are p t.5 -perfect. 
This result has been extended by Zaks and Liu [8], to allc t’ stars in tht,: 
decomposition. 
Suppose 2st = n(n + 1). If s is too small, namely, if s<$(n - L), then it is 
impossible for K(s, t) to be path-perfect. For then the longest patI in K(s, t) has 
length 3, and 2~: n. Theorem 2 tells us, however, that in the “~3r~orst” possible 
case, wher, A = ($I+ I)}, that K(s, t) is path-perfect. We would ~njecture that 
K(s, t) is path-perfect whenever 2st = n(n + 1) and $(II -- 1) s s c t. 
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Another class of potentially path-perfect graphs is formed ’ by graphs whose 
complements are trees. Deciding whether or not these graphs are pat&perfect 
would solve another speeiaI c;se of the problem of fa+or&g &. into tre. 
The girth of a &rap@ i$ttie I@@ of&c $ma&& cy@&hi& ‘it?bntti~. An 
n-cage is a graph .of r&&m& ordFt +whish :is~‘akegular -and jbfidslS g*h- pt. The 
complete graph K4 is the unique 3-cage and the Petersen graph is knuwn to &e 
the only 5-cage. We have shown both of these graphs are path-perfect. Are any 
other cages path-perfeet? WC: next tarn our attention to the question of the 
existence of regular path-perfect graphs. 
If G is an r-regular graph of order 0 and size $z(n -t 1), then 
pr = n(n + 1). (1) 
Hence r must divide it (n + 1) We first consider- the case where r is odd and r 
divides n or r divides n + 1. 
Theorem 3. Let r be un odd p?sitim integer. There exists an r-regz4.z~ path-perfect 
graph of order m(mr + 1) $ and only if, m equals 1. Also, there exists an r-regular 
path -perjkct gruph of order m(mr - 1) ifi and only if, m equals 2. 
Proof. Let t be odd and suppose G is an r-regular path-perfect graph of order p 
with $n(n + 1) edges. Then pr := E in + 1). Since each vertex of G lmust be an end 
vertex of at least one path, p is at most 2n. We consider two cases. 
Cuse 1. If p equals m(mr + l), then n equals mr. Thus live have m(mr + 1) < 
2mr, which implies that mr + 3 G 2r, whence m equals 1. Ctl3nversely, Kr+l is an 
r-regular path-perfect graph oF order r + 1. 
Case 2. If p equals m(mi* - l), then n equals mr - 1. Thus mc[mr - 1.) G 
2(mr- l), whence m s2. Also as p is at least r+ l? m is at least 2. Therefore, m 
equals 2. 
Conversely, we must exhibit an r-regular path-perfect graph of order 2(2r -- 1,) 
for each odd integer r. If r is etqual to 1 or 3, we can use as !zxamples K7 and the 
Petersen graph, respectively. For r 2 5, v+ e define a graph H’ as follows. Let 
V(H,) = XU Y U UU V, where 
X={x,,x;,...,x,), y = h Y29 l ’ l 9 YJr 
u = {U,!, W:!, . . . , I++} and V= (u,, u2, . . . , u,_J. 
Form the complete bipartite graphs on X and Y, and on U and V. EIr results by 
removing the edge .“c,y, and adding the edges xluu,, u,+y,, UTICA, u3u4,. . . u,_~u,_~, 
and ~2~3, v4v5, . . . v~-~v~_~~. Clearly hi;, is r-regular and h: ts 2(2r - 1) verticee!r. 
However, the verification that H, is path-perfect will not be given here. It r&es 
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heavily on the fact that K(r, r) can be factored into the cdddkigth paths 
P, 0 &, - ” * , &,-I. 
We have from (1) that r must divide the product n(n + 1). If r is a power of a 
prime integer, then r must divide either n or n f 1. We thus obtain t1.x followin 
corollary. 
Corollaq l,, If G is an r-regular path-perfect graph and I” is a pwe 10 of an odd 
prime number, then eir’her G equals K,+,, or the oder of G is 2(2r - 1, I. 
It follows from Corollary 1 that K4 and the Petersen graph ax the only 
path-perfect cages. 
If r is even, (I) can be written in the form 
p($r) = $n(n + 1) (21 
Suppose n( n -I- 1) = 2 ts, where t and s are integers and r 3 n. In [?I il: was shown 
that {1,2, . . . ‘f ~1) could then be partitioned into s pairw,!se-disjoint sub sets so that 
the sum of the elements in any subset is t. This result was then applied :O sho:N the 
following. 
Thearem 4. Let p and n be positive integers and let r be an even PO::, ;tiue integer 
such tkat p Zr+l and pr= n( n+ 1). Then there exists cm r-regular 1 ,arh-perfect 
graph of order p and size $n(n + I). 
We are left with one unsolved US ; regarding the C!A lstence of re; ;ular path- 
perfect graphs - wk en 1’ is odd and r divides neither n l;lor n + 1. 
Rx example, doses there exist a 15regular path-perfect graph of 019er 25 and 
size 210’? 
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